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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a class of integral equations of the general form 
$(4 = g(@ + rT Y@‘) K(I z - z’ I) W’) dx’, (l.la) 
JY 
where K has an integral representation of the type 
K(u) = 1,” k(s’) e+fs’)u ds’. (l.lb) 
With the problem (l.l), we associate the “pseudo-transport” problem 
(sgn s) g N(z, s) + 4) N(z, 4 = k(s) ~(4 jy, N(z, s’) ds’, 
U-2) 
Y<Z<X, ISI <co 
with certain boundary conditions which will be discussed later. (Equation 
(1.2) is a generalization of the equation for particle transport in a slab geo- 
metry [lo].) Equivalence between the problems (1.1) and (1.2) is established. 
Thus any results obtained concerning the problem (1.2) produce correspond- 
ing results concerning problem (1.1). F unctional equations are derived relating 
the solutions (one for s > 0 and one for s < 0) of (1.2). It might be noted 
here that the functions involved in these functional equations are the solu- 
tions to initial value problems. This opens up the possibility of converting the 
problem of solving (1.1) to that of solving initial value problems. These 
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functional relationships are then applied to the eigenvalue problem associated 
with (1 .I).1 A particular example is considered and some numerical results 
obtained. Similar results on the calculation of eigenvalues, although using 
methods quite different from this, have been obtained by H. H. Kagiwada 
and R. E. Kalaba [3], [4]. 
It should be remarked that the representation (1.1 b) actually encompasses 
a fairly large class of kernels. For example, if a(s) = s, K is a Laplace trans- 
form. Kernels expressible in terms of such Laplace integrals arise often in 
transport theory. Mellin transforms can also be treated. 
For the sake of mathematical simplicity and to help develop some physical 
intuition, let us consider in a purely formal manner a simple transport model, 
which shall be referred to as the “one-dimensional model,” the “one-dimen- 
sional rod,” or simply the “rod.” What we shall do in the following sections is 
a considerable generalization and rigorization of these basic ideas. Consider 
now an interval extending from z = - N to z = + X. The interval will be 
thought of as a material rod capable of transporting particles which may move, 
however, only to the right or left on the interval. Moving particles may collide 
with the fixed nuclei of the medium, the probabilities of such collisions and 
the resulting expected number of particles moving in each direction being 
specified. Interactions between moving particles will not be allowed. All 
particles will be of the same kind, with the same energy and other physical 
specifications, distinguishable only by their direction. We shall consider only 
the time independent situation. 
The appropriate equations governing this process are [lo] 
(1.3a) 
- dv 
-&- + (TV(Z) = X,(z), - x < z < x, (1.3b) 
where 
p(z) = u(z) + v(z). 
With (1.3) we consider the following boundary conditions: 
u(-x)=n~, 
v(x) = nR , 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
1 The eigenvalue problem is given by 
Q4.4 = P j= r(z’)K(I 2 - 2’ l)I,b(z’) dz’ 
Y 
where we note that the parameter p is the reciprocal of that usually considered. 
Throughout this paper, we shall always assume the eigenvalue to be in this position. 
4o9/3olr-4 
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where tlL and n, are nonnegative and not both zero. Physically, eqs. (1.4) 
state that n, particles are injected into the rod at the left end, z = - X, 
per unit time, and n, injected into the rod at the right end, z = + X, per 
unit time. The system (1.3) (1.4) has an equivalent integral equation formu- 
lation given by 
v(x) = h ]*r, e-olz-z’l a(~‘) dz’ + nLe-u(if”) + nRe-u(2-i). 
(l-5) 
The following relations are suggested by purely physical considerations: 
$4 = n,t(- x, 4 + u(z) P(- x, z), (1.6a) 
w(z) = QT(Z, x) + u(z) r(z, x). (1.6b) 
Formally p(- X, z) and t(z, X) represent right and left reflection operators 
while t(- X, z) and ~(2, X) right and left transmission operators [5]. By 
differentiating equations (1.6) with respect to z, and using equations (1.3), 
we may derive the following ordinary differential equations satisfied by the 
function p, t, I and 7: 
pz( - x, 4 = h + 2(h - a) P( - x, z) + AP”( - .T z), 
tz( - x, 2) = (A - u) t( - x, z) + $(- x, z) t(- x, x), 
r&z, x) = - x - 2(h - I?) r(z, x) - W(z, x), 
T&z, x) = - (A - u) T(2, x) - A+, x) 7(x, x), 
for - x < .z < x, with 
(1.7a) 
(1.7b) 
(1.7c) 
(1.7d) 
p(- x, - x) = 0 = r(x, x), (1.8a) 
t(- X, - X) = 1 = 7(X, X). (1.8b) 
These initial values are physically reasonable, since a rod of zero length 
should reflect nothing and transmit entirely a unit input. 
One may obtain existence and uniqueness Theorems for the solutions of 
the Eqs. (1.7) together with the initial conditions (1.8). If we then accept 
equations (1.7) and (1.8) as the defining equations for the functions p, t, r and 
7, respectively, and if the functions u(z) and V(Z) are defined by (1.6), then 
the basic transport equations (1.3) with (1.4) are satisfied. 
As an application of the functional Eqs. (1.6), we shall consider the eigen- 
value problem associated with (1.5). Let 
n = nL = nE . 
Then our rod problem becomes symmetric in the sense that 
24(z) = w(- 22). 
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After some manipulation, using equations (1.6), we have 
nt( - x, 0) 
40) = 1 -p(-x,o)’ (1.9) 
Now u(0) will fail to exist if x is determined so that p(- X, 0) = 1. For this 
same value of X, p(O) will fail to exist. (It may be shown that for y > 1, 
such a value of x does exist and is unique.) The Fredholm alternative then 
implies h is an eigenvalue of the integral operator associated with (1.5). 
2. EQUIVALENT FORMULATIONS FOR THE INTEGRAL EQUATION AND BASIC 
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
\ 
We begin by considering the “transport-like” problem 
sgn s & N(z, s) + a(s) N(z, s) = K(s) y(z) Srn N(z, s’) ds’, 
-03 
(2.la) 
y d z < -r, ISI <a 
WY, 4 = w, o<s<oo (2.lb) 
N(x,s) =f(s), - co <s <o. (2.lc) 
In (2.1) and henceforth, we shall impose the following restrictions: 
(Rl) k(s) is piecewise continuous, even and either K(s) > 0 for all 
s, 0 < s < co, or K(s) > 0 for S, < 1 s 1 < Ss and k(s) = 0 for ( s 1 < S, , 
1 s ) > S, . In the latter case all s arguments in all functions will be restricted 
to the interval S, < 1 s 1 < S, , but for notational convenience we shall 
continue to write ( s 1 < co. We also require 
I m k(s’) ds’ < co. 0 
(R2) a(s) is piecewise continuous, even for 1 s / < co, and nonnegative 
for large s. 
(R3) y(z) is positive and piecewise continous for y < a < 3~. 
(R4) f(s), h(s) are non-negative, piecewise continuous and have compact 
support on the intervals - 03 < s < 0 and 0 < s < 00, respectively; we 
shall further assume thatf(s) and la( s are not both identically zero. ) 
(R5) Y,<y<z<x,<X, YandXfixed. 
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We shall now derive an integral equation equivalent to (2.1). We follow 
the development in [l I]. Assume that (2.1) has a unique solution N(x, s), 
piecewise continuously differentiable in a, y < 2 ‘;. .Y, and uniformly inte- 
grable in S, - co < s < co. Then for s > 0, we have from (2.la) 
g N(z, s) + a(s) N(z, s) = k(s) Y(Z) y(z), (2.2a) 
where 
&z) = f+m N(z, s’) ds’. (2.2b) 
r 
Hence, using (2.lb) 
N(z, s) = k(s) /I y(d) T&Z’) ea(s)(z’-z) dz’ + k(s) ea(a)(g-zJ, s > 0. (2.3) 
Let s < 0; by repeating the above argument using (2.1 c), we find 
N(z, s) = k(s) 1: y(d) q(d) ea(s)(z-z’) dz’ + f(s) ea(s)(z-z), s < 0. (2.4) 
From (2.2b), (2.3), and (2.4), 
7(~) = jr, k(s’) ds’ j: ~(2’) T&Z’) ea(S’)(z-z’) dz’ 
+ j; k(s’) ds’ j: y(z’) 7(z’) ea’s”(z’-z) dz (2.5) 
+ jr, ea(s’)(z-zlf(s’) ds’ + jr ea(S')(Y-Z)k(s') ds’. 
The restriction (R) together with the assumptions on N and 7 allow inter- 
change of the order of integration. After some manipulation, we obtain 
finally 
44 = jz 14~7 7(~‘) K(I z - z’ I) dz’ + .A%& 
Y 
(2.6a) 
where K(u) is defined by (1.1 b) and 
i(z) = S”, &s’)(z-~)f(s’) ds’ + 1: eds’)(Y-z)h(S’) ds’. (2.6b) 
Hence, with (2.1) we have associated the Fredholm integral Eq. (1.1). 
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In future developments, we make the following additional restriction which 
will be vital to our analysis: 
(R6) All eigenvalues of the operator k defined by 
I? . = [” y(z’) K(I z - z’ I) - dz’ 
JY 
are larger than unity in magnitude for Y <JJ < x < X. 
Henceforth, we shall assume the restrictions (Rl)-(R6) to be in effect and 
shall continue to refer to them as restrictions (R). We now summarize all of 
the preceding development in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let N(z, s) be piecewise continuously differentiable in z, 
y < z < x, uniformly integrable in s, 1 s 1 < OC), and let N(z, s) sutisfy (2.1). 
Then v(z) usgiwen by (2.2b) is a solution to (2.6). Conversely, if?(z) is a solution 
to (2.6), then N(z, s) giwen by 
N(z, s) = h(s) 11 y(z’) I ea(s)(x’-z) dz’ + h(s) ea(s)(v-r), s > 0, (2.8) 
N(z, s) = h(s) j: y(z’) I ea(s)(z-z’) dz’ + f(s) eQ(s)(z-s), s < 0, (2.9) 
is a solution to (2.1). Furthermore, this correspondence is unique. 
Proof. The proof is essentially that given in [II]. 1 
We shall now derive functional relationships similar in structure to those 
in (1.6). Define 
11(z, Y, 4 = 77(z), (2.10) 
Nz, Y, x, 4 = N(z, 4, s > 0, (2.11a) 
~(2, Y, x, s) = N(z, s), s < 0, (2.11b) 
where we now emphasise the dependence of the various functions on y and x 
as well as the more customary variables x and s. Using this new notation, 
equations (2.1) become 
g 4% Y, x9 4 + 4s) 4% YY -? s) = 4s) Y(Z) ?(Z, Y, x), (2.12a) 
- -g fkY, x9 s) + 4s) +GY, x, s) = h(s) Y(Z) rl(z, y, 4, 
U(Y, Y, x, 4 = h(s), 
fJ(x, Y, x, s> = f (4. 
(2.12b) 
(2.12c) 
(2.12d) 
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Consider the following two “transport-like” problems identical in structure 
to the one defined by (2.12). For clarity in future notation, we shall denote 
the domains of the z variable for these two problems by c < z < d and 
m < z < n, respectively. We then have 
I. The system defined by (2.12a) and (2.12b) together with the boundary 
conditions u(c, c, d, s) =p(s), v(d, C, d, s) = 0. 
II. The system defined by (2.12a) and (2.12b) together with the boundary 
conditions u(m, m, n, s) = 0, v(n, m, n, s) = q(s). 
Problems I and II both admit explicit solutions. For, referring to Theorem 
2.1, we note that I has an equivalent integral Eq. formulation 
T,(z, c, 4 = J -d Y(z’) K(l z - z’ I) v&‘, c, 4 dz’ + g&4, (2.13a) c 
where 
g&) = j,” p(s’) e-a(s’)(z-C) ds’. (2.13b) 
The general theory of integral operators [always with the assumption on R 
given by (R6)] allows us to assert the existence of a resolvent kernel 
RI = R&, z’, c, d) such that (2.13) is solved by 
?I+, c, 4 = g,(4 + Id Rdz, z’, c, d)g&‘) dz’. (2.14) 
We now establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Under the assumptions (R), RI@, z’, c, d) is piecewise continuously 
differetltiable Edith respect to c and d and also with respect to z, except perhaps for 
z = z’. Along z = x’, R,( z z’, c, d) is continuous except perhaps for a jnite , 
number of points. Also aR,lac < 0. 
Proof. We shall show the desired conclusion for the variable c. Under the 
stated hypothesis, the resolvent ker RI satisfies the following integral Eq. [9] 
R&z, z’, c, d) = K(z, z’) + j” iz(z, T) R,(T, x’, c, d) d7, (2.15a) 
c 
where 
K(z, z’) = K(I z - z’ I) y(d). (2.15b) 
Proceeding in a fond manner, we differentiate (2.15a) with respect to c 
obtaining 
$ R&z, z’, c, d) = - &, c) Rdc, z’, c, d) 
(2.16) 
+ jl’ E(z, T) ; RAT, z’, c, d) d7. 
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Equations (2.15) and (2.16) both possess unique solutions, piecewise con- 
tinuous in c and d, and in z except possibly where z = z’. It remains to show 
that the solution of (2.16) is indeed the derivative with respect to c of the 
solution of (2.15). 
Consider, with reference to (2.15), the iteration defined by 
&,,+,(z, x’, c, d) = if@, 2’) + j-” K(z, T) &,,(P, x’, c, d) do, 
c 
71 = 0, 1) 2 )...) (2.17a) 
R&, 2’3 c, d) = K(2,2’). (2.17b) 
By use of induction, it may easily be shown that (a/&) RI” exists for 
n = 0, 1, 2,... and satisfies the equation 
&2+&h 2’9 c, 4 = h(& z’, c, 4 + &&, z’, c, 4 + -*- + J@?&, 2’s c, 4, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
xo(z, z’, c, d) = 0, 
where 
and 
xn(~, z’, c, 4 = ; R,,@, x’, c, 4, 
+&, 2’3 c, 4 = - &, 4 RI&, 2’3 c, 4, 
“.=/dK(l z - x’ I) - du(x’). 
e 
Here d+) denotes the measure defined by 
da(z) = y(2) d2. 
We shall consider now our functions to be in the space La2(c, d). 
(2.18a) 
(2.18b) 
(2.19a) 
(2.19b) 
(2.19~) 
Let x(x, x’, c, d) denote the solution of (2.16). From the basic Fredholm 
theory, we have that &(.s, z’, c, d) converges to #(z, z’, c, d) where 
$(z, z’, c, d) = - I@, c) R,(c, z’, c, d). 
Indeed, the convergence is uniform for X < c < z, z’ < d < Y. Using 
standard arguments, we now infer that x&z, z’, c, d) converges uniformly to 
~(2, z’, c, d) for X < c < 2, 2’ < d < Y. Thus the solution of (2.16) is the 
derivative with respect to c of the solution of (2.15). We also note that this 
derivative is piecewise continuous in c. 
We now show that (a/&) R,(z, z’, c, d) < 0. Note that x(2,2’) is a positive 
T&Z, c, d) = fmp(s’) /e-a(s’)(?-e) + [” R&z, z’, c, d) e-a(s’)(z’-c) dz’ 1 ds’ 
JO 1 Jc 
= 
s 
; p(d) P&i, c, d, s’) ds’. 
Using the results of Theorem 2.1, we find 
u&c, c, d, s) = j; p(d) /K(s) j: y(d) e-a(s)(z-z’) P&i’, c, d, s) “‘1 ds’ 
+ e-aw(z-c)p(s) 
= 
s 
y  p(d) Wl(z, c, d, s, s’) ds’ + e-a(s)(z-cJp(s). 
Also, in a similar fashion, 
z),(z, c, d, s) = 1,” p(s’) [k(s) 11 y(z’) e-a(s)(r’-z)PI(z’c, d, s’) dz’l ds’ 
= 
s 
; p(d) y;(z, c, d, s, s’) ds’. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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function and that the sequence (RI (z, z’, c, d)} is positive and monotone 
increasing. Proceeding inductively thin, using (2.18), we find that 
$ R&, x’ , c, d) < 0. (2.20) 
From the first part of the proof, it then follows that (a/k) RI < 0. 
The differentiability of Rr(z, z’, c, d) with respect to z and d may be 
established in a similar manner. 1 
Now Eq. (2.14) may be rewritten using the definition of g&z) in (2.13b) 
Turning now to the system defined by problem II, we again find the equiv- 
alent integral equation formulation 
rl&, m, 4 = s n ~6’) K(I 2 - 2’ I> r)&‘, m, 4 dz’ + g&h (2.23a) m 
where 
O g& = s 
e-a(s’)(n-Z)q(s’) &. (2.23b) 
-co 
ZQ&, m, n, s) = [” q(s’) jk(s) irn y(z’) e-a(s)(z’-z)PIl(z’, m, n, s') dz’l ds’ 
(2.26) 
zzz 
I 
0 
--Io q(s’) Y;r(z, nz, n, s, s’) ds’ + e-a(s)(n-z)q(s). 
THEOREM 2.2. The functions WI, Y; , gII, 9$, give-n by 
.91(z, 01, p, s1 , sJ = k(s,) 
s 
’ y(d) e-a(sl)(z-z’)PI(z’, a, /3, SJ dz’, 
a 
(2.27a) 
,Y;(z, a, /3, s1 , s,) = k(s,) 1” y(d) e-a(s~)(z’-z)PI(z’, CY, /3, se) dz’, 
2 
W,(z, a, j3, s1 , se) = k(s,) jz y(d) e-a(d(s-z’)PII(z~, a, 8, sJ dz’, 
a 
9&(z, a, 6, s1 , s2) = k(s,) 1” y(d) e-a(sl)(z-z’)P~I(.z~, 01, /3, s2) dz’, 
z 
where 
(2.2710) 
(2.27~) 
(2.27d) 
pr(x’, 01, fi, se) I e-a(sJ(z’-u) + 1” R,(z’, 0, a, /3) e-a(n2)(‘-u) dZ, 
a 
PII(,z’, a, p, sJ = e-a(sJ(6-z’) + J6 RII(z’, 2, a, /?) e-a(sa)(B-B d.S, 
(I 
(2.28a) 
(2.28b) 
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We then find as before the existence of a resolvent ker RI1 = RII(z, z’, m, n) 
such that 
‘I&, my 4 = I 
0 
-cc 
q(s’) ~e-aW)(n-z~ + j” RI&,, z’, m, n) . e-aW)(n-U &‘I ds’ 
??L 
-0 
J-, 
(2.24) 
= q(s)) PI&, m, n, s’) ds’. 
Then 
uII(z, m, n, s) = /“, q(s’) /k(s) 11 y(z’) e-a(S)(i-z’)PII(zf, m, n, s’) dz’l ds’ 
and 
=f ’ 
(2.25) 
s&, m, n, s, s’) ds’) ds, 
--P 
and RI and RI1 are the resolvent kernels associated with the integral Eqs. (2.13) 
and (2.23), respectively, arepiecewise continuously da&rentiable in z, (3~ < z < ,9, 
piecewise continuously d@rentiable in ar and /I (Y < OL < B < X) and piecewise 
continuous in s, and s2 . 
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Proof. The proof is purely computational and follows easily using the 
assumptions (R), and the properties of the resolvent kernels RI and R, 
specified by the Lemma. m 
We shall now solve problem (2.12) using the above results for problems I 
and II. In problems I and II, choose 
c = m =y, 
d=n=z, 
P(S) = w 
q(s) = w(z, z, x, s). (2.29) 
Then the linearity of the problems under consideration implies that 
= s O3 43 ~I(% Y, x, s, /3) d/3 + e-a@)(z-G(s) (2.30) 0 
Now in problems I and II, choose 
c=m=z, 
d=n=x, 
Again using the linearity, we obtain 
qz, z, 4 s) = q(z, z, x, s) + %(% z, x, 4 
(2.31) 
= S$(z, z, x, s, 8) u(z, y, z, /3) dfl + e-a(s)(o-zlf(s) (2.32) 
Define the following four functions: 
P(Y, x, Sl 9 4 = =%&,Y, z> Sl 9 4; 
Y<Z<X, o<s,<co, -co<ss,<o, (2.33a) 
t( y, z, s, 1 sg) = &yz, y, 2, Sl , s*) + qs, - s*) e-a(sl)(z-z); 
y<z<s, o<s1,s2<mo, (2.33b) 
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&X,Sl , s2) = qz,z, x, s1,4; 
y<z<x, -a3<ss,<o, o<s,<oo, (2.33~) 
T(2, x, Sl , SJ = 9&(2, 2, x, Sl , s2) + 6(s, - s2) e.-a(S1)(B--2), 
y<z<x, - co < Sl ) s* < 0. (2.33d) 
We use the 6 function here for convenience of notation only. No argument 
depends implicitly or explicitly on this representation. 
Equations (2.30) and (2.32) may now be rewritten in the form 
(2.34a) 
v(2, 2, x, s) = 
$ rmf(B) ~(2, x, $9 B) 4 + 1,” ~(2, x, ~1, B) u(z, Y, 2, PI 4’3. 
(2.34b) 
We summarize these results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. The functions u(z, y, z, s) and v(z, z, x, s) which are solu- 
tions of the transport-like system (2.12) satisfy the system of integral equations 
(2.34). Furthermore us(z, y, z, s) and V.&Z, z, x, s) exist for y  < z < x and 
are piecewise continuous functions of 2. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the development immediately 
preceding the statement of the theorem. For the second assertion, it suffices 
to study the cases, z = x for the function II and z = y for the function v. For 
example, consider (2.34a) and let z = x. Then 
G,Y, x, 4 + G,Y, x, 4 = ~1 + ~3 = j-%PJ t&,x, s,B) 43 
0 
+ j-” f  6) P~(Y, x, s, 8) db 
-co 
(2.35) 
The interchange of limiting operations here is justified as all functions involved 
are piecewise continuous and the functions h(s) and f(s) have compact 
support on their respective domains of definition. Since u is a solution of 
(2.12), u, exists and is piecewise continuous in x; also the integrals appearing 
on the right hand side of (2.35) are piecewise continuous in x. Therefore, 
u3 exists and is piecewise continuous in x. 
By letting z = y and using a similar argument, we may establish the 
conclusions concerning oz. 1 
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Note the analogy here with the rod model, in particular equations (1.6). 
In Eqs. (2.34) the functions p(y, z, s i , s2) and r(z, X, si , SJ play the role of 
right and left reflection operators while t(y, z, sr , sp) and ~(a, x‘, si , s,) the 
role of right and left transmission operators. For example, in a generalized 
sense the function p(y, z, s 1 , SJ would represent the reflected response of a 
slab, extending from position y to position z, to an input in direction sp . 
The output would be in direction sr . 
We note that these results are very similar to those obtained by A. Ping-I 
Wang in [5]. His interests were, however, in scattering processes in various 
geometries while ours lie in integral equations. 
We shall now derive partial-differential-integro equations satisfied by 
the four functions p, t, r and T. Consider (2.34a) with x = x and h(s) = 0. 
Then 
4x, Y, xv 4 = j” ~0, xv s, B)fW 44 
-m 
(2.36) 
where we have used the boundary condition (2.12d). Differentiating with 
respect to x yields 
UI(X, Y, T 4 + u&, Y, x, 4 = j-” P~(Y, x, s, l-9 f(B) 4-3. (2.37) -03 
By use of (2.12a) and (2.12d), we obtain 
= I (2.38) 
To compute z+(x, y, X, s), refer for the moment to the system (2.12). Differ- 
entiate (2.12a) and (2.12b) with respect to X, 
U3lh Y, x> s) + 4s) u3 = k(s) Y(z) r/3(% y, x), 
- ~316, Y, x, s) + 44 ~3 = 4s) ~(4 7365 Y, 4. 
73(z, y, X) is a continuous function for all variables. This can be established 
by exactly the same reasoning as was used in proving the lemma. Thus u3r 
and w3r are continuous and we can, therefore, write 
u,,h Y, x, 4 + 44 us = k(s) 144 73b Y, 4, (2.39a) 
- z~13(~, Y, xv 4 + 4s) ~3 = 4s) ~(4 73(x, Y, 4. (2.39b) 
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Also from (2.12~) and (2.12d) 
%(Y, Y, x, 4 = 0, (2.39~) 
%(X9 y, x, s) = - q(x, Y, x, s). (2.39d) 
Using the results of problem II and in particular Eqs. (2.25) and (2.33a), we 
have 
By use of (2.12b), this becomes 
Using (2.36), (2.12d) and simplifying, one obtains 
Then from (2.37), (2.38) and (2.40), we finally obtain 
I” I J&9 PAY, x9 S? IQ + MS) + 441 P(Y, .2”, $3 8) 
Since f(s) is any function satisfying (R4) and since the function in braces 
is piecewise continuous in /3, we find by standard arguments that 
Pz(Y9 x9 $1 3 4 + k(Sl) + 4%llP(Y9 x9 Sl 9 4 
= &I) ~(4 [ 1 + 1," P(Y, x, (~3 4 da] (2.41a) 
+ ~(4 Jo -cc 413) P(Y, x, SI 9 B) 43 [ 1 + Irn P(Y, xv 01,s~) d”] - 0 
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Replacing x by z, we have the desired differential equation for p(y, z, sr , sa) 
as defined by (2.27~) and (2.33a). From (2.27c), we infer that 
P(Y, Y, Sl , %> = 0. (2.41 b) 
We proceed now to derive a differential Eq. for t(y, z, S, , ~a). In (2.34a) 
let z = X, f(s) = 0 to obtain 
.O 
45 Y, x, s) = I 4 Y, x3 5 B) w 43. 0 
Proceeding in a completely analogous manner, we obtain an expression 
similar to (2.41), namely 
x, & F) + a@) t(Y, Jc, s, P) - Y&I &) j,” t(Y, xp % F> da 
(2.42) 
+ dx) jr, ‘6 dYp x3 sf b> 8 jr 2(Y9 xy a3 P) da/ . 
Define the function i(y, x, S, ~a) by 
i( y, x, s1 , s2) = t( y, x, Sl , s2) S(s, - S‘J e-a(sJ(r--y). (2.43) 
By use of (2.43), (2.42) becomes 
J‘ 1 m w UY > x, $5 rs) + a(s) i(Y, 0 x, s, B) - ~(4 k(s) j; t(y, x, a, 8) da 
+ Y(x) j” 
--D 
4% P(Y, x, & 8) @ jm i(Y, .% % 8) da 
0 
+ e-a'6)(z-y)y(~) [k(s) + j" 
-02 
P(Y, x, s, 8) 4$ a] 1 dB. 
Now as h(s) is any function satisfying (R4) and i(y, x, sr , sa) is piecewise 
continuous in sa (Eq. (2.33b) and Theorem 2.2), we infer, as before, that 
&(Y, x9 s1,4 = - 4%) i(Y, x, ~1s~) + ~(4 W j," i(y, xv (~3 4 da 
+ e-a%(4 [W + j” 
--(rj 
WI P(Y> *, ~1, B) S] . 
Replacing x by z, we have the desired differential equation for t(y, a, s1 , So). 
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Note that the function t’ is completely independent of the 6 function. Using 
the definition of t’ and t given by (2.43) and (2.33b), we infer using (2.27b) 
that 
Q, Y, Sl , SP) = 0. (2&b) 
The development immediately preceding equations (2.41) and (2.44) 
establishes existence of solutions for these equations. 
THEOREM 2.4. The partial-d&wntial-integro-equations satisjied by the 
functions p(y, .z, sl, sp) and i(y, z, sl, se), y < z < x, s1 and se as restricted 
by (2.33), are given by Eq. (2.14) and (2&l), respectively. 
It remains to prove uniqueness. Before doing this, however, we shall 
establish a fundamental property of the function 
In the literature of transport theory this property is called the “Reciprocity 
Relation” [l]. It asserts that 
p”(Y, 2, Sl 9 Se) = p (^Y, 29 s2, Sl). (2.46) 
Using equations (2.27~) and (2.33a), we find that 
= ,-" +') e-[Q(~,)+a(Sa)l(Z-Z') &' 
JY 
Now 
z 
= e 
-+)(2-Z’) &’ 
11 s 
z 
y(z’) RII(z’, 2, y, z) e-a(s*)(z-;) dZ. 
Y 
s 
z 
p”(Y, 2, s2 9 $1) = 
,,@‘) e-[a(Se)+a(Sl)l(Z-Z’) &’ 
u 
+ 1: e-a(s*)(z-z’) dz’ 1: ~(2’) Rrr(z’, 1, y, 2) e-a(%)(z-g) &. 
If one examines the function y(z’) &(z’, f, y, z), one finds that it is symme- 
tric in the variables z’ and P implying 
~(2’) R,(z’, 2, y, 2) = r(z) RI@, z’, y, 4. 
Thus after interchanging the order of integration, we find that the second 
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term in the right member of (2.48) is identical to the second term in the right 
member of (2.47). Clearly the first terms are the same. This establishes (2.46). 
FVe shall now give an independent (and somewhat redundant) proof of 
local existence for Eqs. (2.41) and (2.44). This will lead to an easy proof of 
uniqueness. Consider first the equation for p(y, z, sr , sa). Define p”(y, z, s1 , ss) 
as in (2.45); Eq. (2.41) then becomes 
(2.49a) 
B(Y,YYS l,%> = 0. (2.49b) 
Restricting ourselves to the class of functions p”(y, z, s, , ss) satisfying the 
reciprocity condition (2.46), we shall now obtain a local existence and uni- 
queness proof for solutions to (2.49). 
A nonlinear integral equation will be obtained which is equivalent to 
(2.49). Let 
(2.50) 
Using (2.50), we obtain from (2.49a) 
p”z(Y, ? $1 9 4 + PM + 4%Jl P = Yc4 5(YY % %I 5(Y, Z? 4. 
Multiplying both members by e~a(sr)+o(s~)lz and integrating on z from y to z, 
one obtains 
p”(Y, Z,Sl 3 4 = 
s 
z AZ') 5(Y ) z', sl) q  y, .y, s2) e-[a(sl)+a(s,)l(z-s') &'. (2.51) 
Y 
Multiplying by k(s,) and integrating on sa from 0 to co, we have finally 
5(y, z, s) = 1 + j; k(p) dp jz Y(d) 5~ y, d, s) c( y, z', fi) e-[a(s)+a(8)l(z-z’) dz' a, (2.52) 
a nonlinear integral equation in [(y, z, s). 
We now show that the integral Eq. (2.52), under suitable restrictions, 
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possesses a unique solution and that this solution may be found as the limit 
of the approximations 
k+dY, ? s) = 1 f j,” h(p) @ j: Y(~‘) k(Y, Z’, s) k(Y, 6 fi) 
(2.53a) 
x e-[a(s)+a(Bl](z-=‘) & (2.5313) 
5,(Y, x, s) = 1. 
First it will be necessary to majorize the functions [,(y, x, s), n = 0, 1, 2,... . 
Define 
B, = 
s 
m k(s) ds < co, (2.54a) 
0 
Bv = z,y~zl I  r@‘)l 3 
B, = o<ssu~<m ,-[~h)+&)](--~) (2.54b) 
’ 58 
ZE Y,Jel t 
B = B, * BY * B, . (2.54~) 
It will be shown that / [,(y, x, s)/ < I/[1 - B(z -y)] for all z such that 
B(z - y) < 1, 0 < s < co, n = 0, I,2 ,... . Clearly our bound holds for 
n = 0. Proceeding inductively 
I L+dY, %S)l G 1 + j,” k(p) dp j: 1 +‘)I e-[Q(s)+a(B)l(z-z’) 
. I MY, z’, 4 . I MY, z’, B)l dx’ (2.55) 
< 1 + B 
J 
*’ [l - B(z’ - y>]-” dz’ = 1 _ Bt _ y) * 
I 
Choose D such that for y < z < 9, 
B(z -y) < 1. 
Then clearly there exists a constant U > 2 such that 
I L+dY, z, 41 < p. 
We now show that for y 6 z < $ 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
For n = 0, we obtain from (2.53) 
It(x~,s)-5o(y,~,s)I~~B(a-y)$ u[uB~-y)l. (2.59) 
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Proceeding inductively, we have from (2.53) 
I L+,(Y, =r s) - MY, 27 s) 
< j,” K(p) dp j’ I r(2’)l e-Lo(s)+a(Bll(z-z’) 
Y 
- I L( Y, z’, 4 MY, z’, 8) - L(y, z’, 4 L(Y, z’, B)I dz’ 
+ I 5,-l(Y, 2’2 41 * I L(Y, x’, B) - Ll(Y, 2’9 ml dz’ [uB(z’ - y)1” Iu2 [uB(z’ - Y)l” 1&11. t 2 ?Z! ! 
= WW - r)l”” 
(n+l)! ’ 
completing the induction. 
Consider now the series 
5cl(Y, 2,s) + f Ki(Y9 29 4 - L-l(Y, 2, s)lv (2.61) 
i=l 
which has the majorant 
u f [u& -r)l n=o n! (2.62) 
The series (2.62) converges for all finite z. Thus, (2.61) converges absolutely 
and uniformly for y < z < 9 < x, 0 < s < 03 to a limit function IJy, z, S) 
which is piecewise continuous in both variables s and a. 
Using (2.53a) and taking limits on both sides, we now infer that &y, z, s) 
satisfies (2.52). 
To show uniqueness, let o(y, a, s) be a second solution of (2.52) selected 
from among the class of bounded solutions of (2.52). Let ] u(y, z, s)\ < A/2, 
y < z < 0 < s, 0 < s < co and M = max[ U, A]. Then 
I Ll(Y, 2,s) - O(Y, z,s)l Q y (z - y) < B&P@ - y). (2.63) 
Proceeding inductively, we show that 
I L+dY, z,s) - d(Y, 2, 41 f  I”“:” -$yr” M . n . w4) 
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For 
( BM2M”B” z 
\ 
n! I Y @’ - Y)n dz’ 
= MP+ - rl”” 
(n+l)! ’ 
Therefore, 
;+y LAY, u”, 4 = 5(Y, 2,s) = u( y, 2, s) 
and the solution to (2.52) is unique. 
We now have shown that the integral equation (2.52) possesses a unique 
bounded solution {(y, a, S) for y < z < 4 < X, 0 < s < co. It follows 
easily that the function p”(y, z , s 1 , ss) given by (2.51) is a solution to (2.49). 
To show uniqueness, let j(y, z, s1 , sp) and z(y, a, si , sa) be two solutions, 
[(Y, 2,s) and tir, 2, s) th e corresponding values of {(y, z, S) given by 
(2.50). If [+;, we are finished. If 5 = f, we have using (2.49a) 
and the unique solution to this equation subject to the initial condition (2.49b) 
is just pA - j zz 0. 
As mentioned earlier, the existence proof is redundant, although perhaps 
of some interest in itself. The local uniqueness result allows us now to 
establish a global uniqueness theorem as follows. Assume a second solution 
p”(y, a, S, , s2) and let z* be the first value of z, y < x < x such that 3 and 
3 differ for z > z*. In the local uniqueness proof above, let y = z*. This, of 
course, leads to a contradiction. 
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A similar proof may be given demonstrating uniqueness for the i equation 
(2.44). W’e omit the details. 
%IEOREM 2.5. The solution to the partial-d#erential-integro equation 
(2.41) is unique in the class of bounded functions satisfying the reciprocity condi- 
tion (2.46). The solution to (2.44) is unique. In both cases the function arguments 
are restricted as in the statement of Theorem 2.4. 
It remains to obtain partial-differential-integro-equations for the functions 
r(z, x, s1 , sJ and .(z r s , . , 1 , s,). While it seems quite likely that the analysis 
could be carried out in the present generality, the details seem formidable. 
We, therefore, specialize to the following case which is actually one that 
arises frequently in practice. Let 
t y=-&y, E’ = - -y (2.65a) 
(R7) \ 
I 
h(s) =f(- 4 o<s<co (2.65b) 
YM = Y(- 4, Y<Z<X. (2.65~) 
Hereafter all restrictions (Rl)-(R7) will be assumed and will be referred to 
as (R). Under these restrictions, it will be shown that 
p( - x, z, s1 , SJ = r( - 2, s, - s1 , - SJ, (2.66a) 
i( - x, z, Sl , S‘J = ?( - x, s, - Sl ) - se), (2.66b) 
where T( - x, x, - s1 , - ss) is defined by 
?(z, x, s1 , sa) = ~(2, x, s1 , se) - S(s, - sg) e-a(S1)(E-z), (2.67) 
and T(X, x, s1 , ss) is given by (2.33d). Consider first (2.66a). From (2.27~) and 
(2.33a) 
P(-- % .% $1, 4 = g&G - % z, Sl ,SP) 
h(s,) 11, y(d) e-n(S1)(3--Z’)P&z’, - .a-, z, s2) dz’, 
where 
(2.68a) 
P&‘, - x, ,.& s,) = e-&)(=z’) + 1’ I&(z’, 2, - x, z) e-a(Q(z-i) dZ. 
-42 
(2.68b) 
From (2.33~) and (2.27b) 
$-7x, -s1, - SJ = .sp,(- z, - 2, s, - s1 , - SJ 
= K(s,) sz y(d) e-a(-cl)(z'+z)P1(z', - z, x, - s*) dz', 
--z 
(2.69a) 
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where 
P&t’, - z, x, - s2) = e-a(ss)(z’+z) + 1” R&z’, f, - z, ‘r) PW(~+~) &. 
J --P 
(2.6913) 
In (2.69a) replace z’ by - z’; then 
s 
z 
r(-z,.1C,--1,-S2)=k(s1) y(z’) e-a(s~‘(z-z”PI( - z’, - z, x, - sg) dx’. 
--z 
(2.70a) 
Similarly in (2.69b) replace f by - 9; this yields 
PI( - z’, - 
z, x, _ s2) = ,-~W~-~‘) 
(2.70b) 
+ j-’ R,(- z’, - 2, - z, ~)-a(%)(x-~) d,$. 
--+ 
Equation (2.66a) will be established if we show that 
Rd- z’, - 2, - z, x) = R&i’, 2, - x, z). 
Noting that RI = R,, that y(z) is even, and that K(u) is a displacement 
kernel, we have the desired result. 
A similar analysis may be used to establish (2.66b). 
3. APPLICATION TO AN EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
Using equations (2.34), we shall now determine conditions under which 
unity is the smallest eigenvalue of the integral operator defined by (1 .I). 
Henceforth, we shall assume the restrictions (R) hold. Recall that 
and 
(3.la) 
Z( - x, z, $1 ) S‘J = ?( - z, x, - Sl , - sz). (3.lb) 
Expressing the functions u(z, - X, z, sr) and o(z, z, X, si) in terms of p, i, r 
and ?, we have using equations (2.34), (2.43) and (2.67) 
u(z, - x, z, sl) = ,,” i(- x, z, s1 , ,!?) h(j3) dfl + e-O(sl)(z+z)h(sl) 
(3.2) 
+ J-y, P(-- x, z, sl,8) 4x, z, x, 8) dA 
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and 
.O 
+, 2, x, Sl) = J -r +, x', $1 ,P).f(/q 43 + e--a(sl)(e-a)f(S1) 
(3.3a) 
+ j; & x3 $ ,8) +, - & Z, 8) dP. 
Using Eq. (3.1), (3.3a) becomes 
v(2, 2, x, SJ = j” Y- x, - 2, - ~1, - B) h(- B) 4 
--n 
(3.3b) 
+ j;l4-- x, - 2, - %, - B) 42, - x, 2, B) 43 
+ e-w~-~)~( _ sl)* 
After considerable manipulation, equations (3.3b) and (3.2) yield 
~(2, - x, 2, ~1) = j;L(- x', 2, ~1, fl> 42, - x, 2, fl) db + F(-- x, z,sJ, 
(3.4) 
where 
L(- X,Z,Sl , 5) = j"_, PC- x, 2, ~1, B> P(- x, - 2, - A - 5) 43 (3Sa) 
and 
F(- x, z, sl) = j;, p( - x, 2, ~1, B) 43 j; Y- x, - 2, - A ,b 4% dfl 
+ jymP(- %&hr 
fj) p~z-dh( - 8) &j (3Sb) 
+ jr i( - x, z, s1 , fi) I@) d/3 + e-a(“)(z+~h(~,). 
In order to take advantage of the reciprocity condition satisfied by the 
function &, z, s1 , s2) given in terms of p(y, x, S, , s2) by (2.45), we express 
L and F in terms of p”: 
L(-- x, 2, ~1, 5) = j-1 &I) PC- xv 2, ~1, B) 4B) B(- x, - 2, A 5) dP (3.6) 
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+ e-w~++ol)* (3.7) 
Consider the case for z = 0 and define 
Qx, s, r;) =q- -5 0, s, 0, (3.8a) 
P(s) = F( - x, 0, s), (3.8b) 
f-i(s) = u(0, - x, 0, s). (3.8~) 
Then from (3.4), using (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), we have the following integral 
Eq. for ii(s): 
where 
(3.9a) 
and 
J%, s, 5) = j--m 4) 8(- x, 0, s, 8) k(P) 8( - x, 0, ,B, 0 43 (3.9b) 
0 
x, 0, s, fl) 4) it- x, (48, B) dfl 
x, 0, s, p) + i( - x, 0, s, /3) 1 d/3 + e-a(*)%(s). 
(3.9c) 
i(x, s, 0, aa de&red by (3.9b), is not symmetric in s and 5. To obtain a 
symmetric ker, define 1(x, s, 5) by 
&, s, 5) = wk 4 5). (3.10) 
Referring to (3.9a) and multiplying both members by l/l/K(s) we have 
tW = F(s) + 1,” Mb, s, 5) W) d-ii-, (3.11) 
where 
w = w/m, (3.12a) 
Jw = w/m, (3.12b) 
Wx, s, 5) = -b, s, O/m. (3.12~) 
For future reference, we explicitly exhibit M(x, s, 5): 
Mb ~9 5) = m m 1; W A-- x, 0, s, PI p”(-- x, 0,5,8) 4% (3.13) 
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where we have used the aforementioned reciprocity property of 
8(- “T, 0, s1 , 4. 
THEOREM 3.1. M(w, s, 5) is a positive dejnite, symmetric, L’(O < s, 5 < ~1) 
ker. 
PYOO~. Let us first examine the function $(- X, 0, st , sg). Referring, 
respectively, to Eqs. (2.45), (2.33a) and (2.27~) and taking note of the restric- 
tions (R), we see that p”(- X, 0, s, , a s ) is a positive function except when 
x = 0. Clearly then, M(x, s, 5) is positive except for x = 0. We also recall 
that p” is bounded for - x < z < X, 0 < si , sa < co. Hence, 
r j  
mdsf m d[‘M2(x, s’, 5’) 
‘0 0 
= jm ds’ 1,” /dk(S’) k(5’) . j,” fi(- 
0 
x, 0, s’a) k(u) ,a( - x, 0, C’, u) df d5’ 
= j; k(s’) ds’ /,” k([‘) d<’ I,,” k(5) $( - x, 0, s’, 6) p”( - x, C&5’, ti) de/ 
- lSmk(~)B(-x,0,sf,6)8(-~,0,1’,a)d~l. 
0 
Using (RI) and the fact that p”(- x, 0, s, , sa) is bounded, we see that 
M(x, s, 5) cL2(0 < s, 5 < co). 
The symmetry of M follows directly from the reciprocity property of 6. 
To see that M is positive definite, suppose w(s) f 0. Then 
s c 
*ds’ Lo KM@, s’, 5’) W) 45’) 
0 ‘0 
= j,” &f&h’ j,” x6@) d{’ j-y k(u) ;( - x, 0, s’, u) j?( - x, 0, [‘, u) 
x w(s’) ~(5’) da. 
Interchanging the order of integration and simplifying, we obtain 
j; k(u) do J; m,3( - x, 0, s’, u) w(s’) ds’ 
X 
I 
m m - p"( - x, 0,5’, u) w(C) d5’ 
0 
= j,” k(u) da 11,” dG) ,Z( - x, 0,01, u) W(U) doll’. 
Again referring to (Rl), we infer that the last term is positive, which 
establishes the desired result. 1 
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A careful examination of M(x, s, 5) given by (3.13) reveals that it may be 
written in the form 
M(x, s, C) = j, 2/k(s) &)F(- x, 0, s, 0) mS(- x, 0, u, 5) do 
= 
s 
m S(x, s, u) S(m, CT, LJ da, 
0 
where 
S(x, a, P) = d&4 k(B) p”(- x, 0, % 0 
Thus M(x, s, 5) is the iterated ker of the ker S(x, s, 5). 
THEOREM 3.2. The ker S(x, s, iJ is positive for all x f 0, symmetric in s 
and 5 and in L2(0 < s, 5 < a). 
Proof. The proof follows as in Theorem 3.1. 1 
Define the integral operators 9 and il?i by 
(3.14a) 
ii2.E I m M(x, s, 5) - d[. (3.14b) 0 
From Theorem 3.2, we may infer that the smallest positive eigenvalue of 9 is 
positive and the corresponding eigenfunction can be chosen non-negative. 
Also, from the general theory the set of eigenvalues of & coincides with the 
set of squares of the corresponding eigenvalues of 9 [9]. 
We are now in a position to state the condition mentioned in the first part 
of the chapter, i.e., that unity be the smallest eigenvalue for the integral 
operator defined by (1 .l). 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the basic assumptions (R), the value of the parameter 
x (if it exists) such that unity is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the integral 
operator 9 is identical to that value of x such that unity is the smallest e&nvalue 
of the operator I?, where for reference, 
R.= x 
s 
y(d) K(l z - z’ I) * dz’. 
-z 
Furthermore, this value of x is unique. 
Proof. Consider the integral equation (3.11) replacing the ker M(x, s, [) 
by Sk, s, 4-1 
W = F(s) + jr S(x, s, 5) W) d5, (3.15) 
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where F(s) is given by 
Let x be chosen so that unity is the smallest positive eigenvalue of 3. Using 
the Fredholm alternative [9], we infer that in order for (3.15) to have a 
solution, it is necessary that F(s) be orthogonal to all the eigenfunctions of the 
conjugate homogeneous equation 
where we have used the fact that S(x, s, [) is symmetric and real. Let J(S) f 0 
be an eigenfunction of the operator 3. $ can be chosen nonnegative. Thus for 
a solution to exist to (3.15), it is necessary that 
(s') ds' = 0. (3.16) 
Referring to the definition of the function i(- x, z, si , sa) as given by Eqs. 
(2.43), (2.33b) and (2.27a), and the restrictions (R), we see that Z is non- 
negative for - x < z < x, 0 < si , sa < co, and specifically that 
i( - X, 0, si , sa) is positive unless x = 0. Recalling that p(- X, 0, s, , se) is 
also positive unless x = 0, we see that (3.16) cannot hold unless 
f(s) = h(s) = 0. Th is, of course, contradicts the basic assumptions (R). 
Hence, if x is such that unity is the smallest positive eigenvalue of $ there 
is no solution 4(s) to (3.15). Using equations (3.12), (3.8~) we infer the non- 
existence of ~(0, - X, 0, s) and hence, the nonexistence of the solution of the 
original integral Eq. (1.1) at z = 0. By the Fredholm alternative unity is an 
eigenvalue of the associated integral operator. 
We now study the question of the uniqueness of the parameter X. Denote 
by X(x) the smallest positive eigenvalue of 3. It will be shown that h(x) is 
monotone. Now from [7] 
44 = 1 ,EP~ jm jm m d4Z) 8(- x, 0, s, C) ~(4 ~(4) d.r 4 I-: (3.17) 
- 00 
where 
II P II = jm I (~(41~ ds- 
0 
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We first examine $(- X, 0, s, , sz) as a function of - X. From results estab- 
lished in Section 2, we see that t is piecewise continuously differentiable 
in -x. Thus 
a 
~p^(-".o,s,,s,)=~~,(o,--,o,s,,s,) 
d(- 4 
and from (2.28b) 
= - y( - x) e-a(sl)zP,I( - x, - x, 0, s*) 
+ j:, y(d) ea(sl)z’ &) P,,(z’, - x, 0, s*) dz’, 
P&‘, - x, 0, SJ = - u(s*) e-a(8J(-r) - &(O, - x, - x, 0) 
+ jIz & WO, z', - x9 0) e 
48,) (--z--P') dz/ 
s 
0 
- u(s2) &,(O, z', - x, 0) e-a(s2)(--Z-z’) dz'. 
-.z 
From the Lemma, Section 2, we have that [a/a(- x)] &,(O, a’, - x, 0) < 0. 
Using then the facts that R,(O, z’, - X, 0) > 0, P,I(- X, - X, sl , ss) > 0 
and the restrictions (R), we have that 
&(- % 0, $1, $1 < 0. 
Let -x1 < -xx,; then P(- x1 , 0, s1 , s2) > 8(- x2 , 0, sl , s2>, 
0 < s, , s2 < co. Let am, p)a(s) be the eigenfunctions corresponding to 
h(q) and X(x,) respectively. Then from (3.17) and the Rayleigh-Ritz principle, 
h(x2) = 1 j,” jr dm da p^(-- ~2 ,0, s, 5) v,(s) p2(S) ds df’ 
> 
Is s 
m mdk(s)dgg$(- 
0 0 
xl 9 0, s, 5) VI(S) dI) ds d<l-’ 
= 44, 
and so 
Xx2) > 4x1), q? < x1 . 
Therefore, h(x) is a monotone decreasing function of X, and the line h - 1 
and the curve A(x) intersect in at most one point. B 
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It might be remarked here that there is a very close analogy between the 
conditions of this theorem and the similar condition for the rod given by 
(1.9). In particular in (3.17) we are seeking a value of x such that an operator 
associated with the function B( - x, 0, s r , ss) has unity for an eigenvalue and 
in (1.9) we are seeking a value of s such that the function p( - x, 0) is equal to 
unity. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this chapter we shall consider a specific example and obtain some 
numerical results. Let 
Y(4 = CL? --x<Z<X (4.la) 
= e+, 
k(s) 
ISI <I 
(4.1 b) 
= 0, ISI >l 
= s, 
44 
ISI ,<I 
(4.lc) 
zz 0, ISI >I. 
The eigenvalue problem may now be stated as follows: Find the smallest 
eigenvalue p = p,, as a function of x for the integral operator defined by 
(4.2a) 
where 
K(I z - 2’ I) = 11 e--5se--8lz-z’I ds 
= e- (5fjZ-4) _ 1 
5+Iz-z’] * 
In this case the jl equation given by (2.49) becomes 
+%c- x, z, Sl 3 4 + [Sl + %I 81 
(4.2b) 
[ s 
1 
= 1+ 
0 
e-5~~(--,z,or,s,)d~].[l +~~e-5~~(-~,a,s,,B)d~], 
jq- x, - x, Sl , sg) = 0. (4.3b) 
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The condition given by Theorem 3.4 is: Find x such that unity (h = 1) is 
the smallest positive eigenvalue for the integral operator defined by 
where 
S(x, s, 5) = e-5se-5i$(- x, 0, s, 6). (4.4b) 
The computation proceeded in the following manner: Equation (4.3) was 
integrated numerically on z from x = - x to z = 0 obtaining;(- X, 0, S, 5). 
An eight point Gauss formula was used to approximate the quadratures in the 
right member of (4.3a) while a fourth order Adams-Bashforth formula (using 
a fourth order Runge-Kutta method for starting values) was used for the 
numerical integration procedure. The ker S(x, s, iJ was formed using (4.4b). 
An upper bound for h was then obtained using the Rayleigh-Ritz principle [9] 
(using a step function with eight equal steps). We then iterated on x until h 
became sufficiently close to unity. 
By varying p in (4.2a), we obtained the results given below. 
P x 
40.0 0.0659 
30.0 0.0883 
20.0 0.1340 
10.0 0.2726 
5.0 0.5646 
These numbers agree to within three digits with those previously obtained by 
the author using another technique and with results of G. M. Wing in [12]. 
The method appears to be feasible as a computational tool. It must be 
remarked, however, that these numerical results are only preliminary. More 
extensive studies will be made. It is hoped, for example, that for certain 
classes of functions y(z), our method might prove advantageous over the 
more customary and direct ways of computing eigenvalues for the class of 
kernels defined by (1.1 b). 
5. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have obtained functional relationships for a certain class of 
Fredholm integral equations arising from pseudo-transport problems. 
Although much of the analyses was motivated by transport phenomena, all 
derivations are mathematically rigorous and do not depend on the purely 
physical arguments of transport theory. 
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For convenience in presentation much stronger conditions on the functions 
involved were made than absolutely necessary. Just how far one can go in 
relaxing these restrictions remains to be seen. Future studies might include 
other applications of the functional relationships (2.34). [For example, 
recalling that the functions p, t, 7 and r satisfy initial value problems, one 
could formulate a computational algorithm for solving (1 .l) using the 
relationships (2.34).] The method we have used here suggests extension of 
the results to higher dimensional cases where K is a square matrix and 4 
a column vector. From a formal viewpoint the generalization seems straight- 
forward. 
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